
The Multi-View CYMA/F9 User Guide

Payroll 

Getting Started

MAINTAIN/CONFIGURATION 
The maintain configuration has two main areas. The first is 
the Configuration area that maintains items such as Tax Id's, 
accounting year setup, frequency types, etc... The second 
area is the 'pool' of data that will be used when setting up 
your employees. Any earnings or deduction that may be 
used by any employee must be setup here first. The item will 
be customized at the employee level. For example an RN 
and a Social Worker could use the same 'Hourly' earnings 
feature but modify the hourly amount and account number at 
the employee level. Be sensitive to the Feature Types as a 
'Pre-Tax Deduction' would obviously be taxed differently 
than an 'Other Deduction'.  Add to the default Long Name 
type such as “Hourly-Call Time” and modify the Short Name 
as it needs to print on the check stub. Important: Features 
require both long names and short names—and they cannot 
be identical. 

MAINTAIN/EMPLOYEES 
In this area we will setup each employee and customize 
each earning and deduction 

 Employee ID – Employees sometimes change their
names, but Employee ID in CYMA cannot be
changed. You might consider using a number here.
If using a Patient-Management System, mirror the
ID's there.

 Debit Account field - Make sure to select the proper
account.

 Calc. Method - How CYMA will pay/deduct this item.
 Accruals - CYMA can create almost unlimited

accrual types! Make sure to select the proper
'Associated Accrual Pay Feature'.

 Verify your setup by running the
REPORTS/EMPLOYEE REPORTS/EMPLOYEE
EARNING & DEDUCTION PROFILE.



MAINTAIN/BEGINNING BALANCES 
If you are not starting in the beginning of the calendar year, 
an employee balance report should be run out of your old 
accounting system. It should have columns for both the 
Current QTD and YTD amounts. These numbers will then be 
added to CYMA here. Make sure to give the “Beginning 
Balances as of:” field a date that will be reflective of your 
cutover date! Accrual forward amounts will also be added in 
this window. 



MAINTAIN/WAGE CALCULATIONS 
This is an extremely sensitive area -do not guess! 
Some deductions are not as simple as just 'Pre-Tax'. 
Your health insurance may be exempt from Federal 
and State taxes but taxed on all other areas as a 
normal deduction. Review this window to setup the 
item exactly as it should be taxed. The Hourly 
Accruals tab is where all accrual features calculate 
when setup as System Calculated. 




